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Introduction to Foundation
A life is synonym of Hope, a hope that revives the breath of an individual, and the
breath could be in any form. It may be human being, animals, trees, birds etc. without
breath a life never survives. We as a warrior from Surya foundation did realize that, we as a
responsible citizen of this country must engage ourselves to enhance the lives of people
living next to us. Though, we realized that it will require us to put in our great efforts,
efforts that will keep us sweating in cold December. But we decided to walk on path of
humanity, a path of love and happiness in everyone’s life.

AIM
Our AIM is to “Create happiness in society of future”. As truthful effort in right
direction gives the path of success and we strongly believe in creating happiness for a
strong and healthy nation. We as a team at Surya Foundation started working with a team
of mere 7 people in October 2016 and welcomed more volunteers in days ahead and now
we are a team of 50+ members within a short span of time with 200+ student volunteers.
We are growing every day, everywhere in everyone’s life, we are creating happiness in
lives, we are building up hopes, and we are building the trust in everyone’s heart that we
are always along at the time of need.

Vision
A strong foundation is the base of an organization and it is very well learnt by our
Dinesh D. Sharma (President) and Shubham R. Vishwakarma (Vice-President) that, to reach
at the highest peak one needs to put his heart and soul and very well conveyed to the team
of Surya Foundation that our only vision is to ‘Reach out to people, understand their life,
avail them the health benefits that governments provide, walk with them to tackle all the
hurdles and provide financial support for medical aid’. We very well understood that the
path we have chosen is one of the toughest one however we are made of rocks and act like
a warrior when it is matter of someone’s right to live with dignity.

Community Support
Surya Foundation enjoys the community support from the very beginning. We are a
collaboration of our core team members, volunteers, government officials, students, IT
Professionals, Traders, Doctors (Hospitals) etc. We have also been helping IT Professionals
in their CSR activities.

Our Success Factors
Government Health Schemes & Hospitals Though, we are in ocean of health industry.
We are stepping ahead steadily and strongly. We identify the needy and look for best
possible health benefit that government provides and we connect them to relevant
hospitals or officials who help us make is easy to proceed with. At times we directly
approach the hospitals and we are provided with all the help and support required to
benefit the needy. Also, the harsh reality of real world is far tough than we expect. We say
this because there are situations where none of the tools help us to move ahead. And then
we connect with our partners, IT firms, Fund Raising teams for financial support and take
the financial factor in our hand and provide help to the needy ones.

Funding Support
We have our very well designed FRU (Fund Raising Unit) which helps us to deal with
the situations where none of our predefined health model helps us. Then, we approach our
FRU team and they provide the financial support to cover the expenses incurred
during/after medical treatment of an individual/patient. We encourage people for smallest
contribution they can, starting from Rs: 10/- to Rs: 100000/-, with all digital payment
options/cash. With physical/online receipt for donation made to us.

Workflow
1. Accepting the case: The first step in the process of workflow is to accepting the
cases. By this organisation will be enable to know about what we has to provide and
support, but is should be kept in mind that the case should not be unmanageable in
nature and should base on the policies of the organization.
2. Conducting Managerial Meeting: The second step in the process of workflow is to
conducting managerial meeting. The managerial meeting should be conducted within
3 days of case acceptance. Quorum for such meeting shall be 3/5th of the members.
3. Defining the disease: The disease should be very clear in the mind of the managing
committee as this will lead to the clarity of the disease.
4. Review of Reports and Statements: Review of reports and statements is an
important stage of organisational structure. In this stage all medical reports, relating
documents and statements were reviews and analyses.
5. Defining amount of help for Treatment: As the cost of treatment is already decided
by the Doctor/Hospital. But in Surya Foundation, committee member will decide
amount of treatment that organisation can grant. The amount of grant is decided
after hospital visit, verification through hospital, patient, family’s income relating
documents and criteria and policies if the organization.
6. Primary solution for grant: The primary solution for treatment grant is funds
available in the organization.
7. Search for alternatives Solution: If lack of availability of funds arises in the
organization, then organisation will look forward for alternatives i.e. Government
Grants, Other trusts, Corporates, Crowd Funding, etc.
8. Gather data about alternatives: In this step of workflow, organisation will search for
alternatives for medical treatment grants and gathering information about available
option with all possibilities.

9. Selecting the Solution: This is final stage of workflow, in this organisation select the
best solution for giving medical treatment grant.
10.Saves the Life

Future project
Surya Foundation, we believe that if development is to be done in the country, then
education and treatment should be made free in the country. In today's time, a large part
of the income of a normal person goes into education and treatment. This has a huge
impact on the progress of the country. Surya Foundation is marching ahead with a beautiful
dream in which every person in the country gets free education and treatment.
1. Hospital for free
2. Library for all
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